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2020



80%
“..of organizations will initiate deliberate competency 

development in the field of data literacy, acknowledging their 

extreme deficiency “



Impact of data







We have seen this 
kind of impact before



GDP over the last 
2000 years



GDP



GDP & Literacy

Data Literacy will have a similar impact



Literacy

Ability to derive information from the written word

Data Literacy

Ability to derive meaningful information from data



What is data literacy & 
why does it matter ?



What is data literacy &
why does it matter ?



Increasing Data Literacy



Increasing Data Literacy



What is data literacy &
why does it matter ?
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Not just for data scientists

Not about technology



read, consume, view



what data is

how data benefits your company

collected, analyzed, visualized

read, consume, view



Easy, right ?



“Do you sell blank CDs?”



We are currently in the process of consolidating our product range to 

ensure that the products that we stock are indicative of our brand 

aspirations.

As part of our range consolidation we have also decided to revisit our 

supplier list and employ a more intelligent system for stock acquisition.

As a result of the above certain product lines are now unavailable through 

jungle.com, whilst potentially remaining available from more mainstream 

suppliers.

Plain English Campaign - Golden Bull Awards 2003

”Do you sell blank CDs?”



”Do you sell blank CDs?”

No

“Do you sell blank CDs?”



52%of C-Level executives dismiss 

data because they don’t understand it
CMMI Institute

* Capability Maturity Model Integration



52%

* Capability Maturity Model Integration

• Management still not yet 

data driven. 

• Use experience & gut 

feeling

• Irrelevant data.

• Way data is presented &  

consumed is too 

complicated. 









write, create, explore

ask and answer real-world questions

clean, analyze, visualize, critique and 

interpret data

communicate stories from data



Urbanizing China





data literacy culture



curiosity

creativity

critical thinking



think in data

argue with data













train the brain



Thank You
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